
Innovative Solar Power Products Company Finds What They 
Need Fast with Viewpoint V6 Software.

The Company
Based in Phoenix, AZ, Sunora Energy Solutions is a design and build energy solutions company that makes solar 
power cost-effective through proprietary innovation, scale, & operational excellence in engineering, construction, 
and fabrication. Formed as a privately-held corporation of two large, public cutting-edge energy-based companies 
(traditional energy and solar technologies), Sunora hit the ground running immediately after opening. With two 
customer projects quickly contracted, the need for an effective software solution that manages the intricacies of 
engineering, designing and building solar solutions was acknowledged by everyone. Vice President of Finance and 
Admin, Larry Whaley and Corporate Controller, Jack Peterson were kind enough to take time out of their busy 
schedule to explain why they chose Viewpoint V6 Software® to address their unique requirements.

Why Viewpoint?
Larry Whaley had used V6 in the past and had enjoyed a solid experience with the system. To make a 
fair comparison however, he wanted the organization to engage in their own analysis of several solutions. 
Unfortunately, with two projects under way, Sunora didn’t have the good fortune of a deep analysis, since a 
system needed to be in place quickly. “I knew Viewpoint is what I wanted, but I felt that it was important for the 
other team members – owners and analysis group - to make their own decision. After a fast but thorough review 
of different options, they chose Viewpoint also.” When describing the key features Sunora desired in a solution, 
Peterson continued, “We were looking for the best overall solution to run our whole business, particularly job cost 
and project management functionality and Viewpoint was the clear answer for an integrated software system that 
had these capabilities.”

Rapid Deployment
There was more to the task at hand than just deploying a software system into Sunora’s back office. A need for 
a fast implementation to begin managing the projects already on the books was important. Whaley explained, “I 
wanted to have General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Job Cost and purchase order processing implemented in three 
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months and the implementation team wanted it there by May 1st of this year.” He continued, “I’m pleased that the 
implementation has gone reasonably smooth and the Viewpoint implementation team and support has been excellent.”

Sunora looks forward to digging deeper into the new features and functionality of Viewpoint’s Project Management  
module and integrating more of the Accounting features into the way they do business. Whaley concluded, “We needed a 
software system in place quickly, and after reviewing our options, Viewpoint rose to the top - we look forward to working 
with Viewpoint as Sunora continues to grow and add more complex projects.”

For more information on how effective implementing Viewpoint V6 Software can be for your business 
and bottom line, call 800.333.3197 or visit viewpointcs.com.
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